
Strategic Investment 
Process



WHAT IT IS:

Fortress Wealth Group’s system for creating, monitoring, and managing investment portfolios.

HOW IT WORKS:
Our methodology takes into account multiple factors including historical work, measures of 
performance, relevant aspects of global macro-economic policy, relative strength of different asset
classes, and peer relative performance.

THE GOAL:
To create investment portfolios that position the investor in the optimum style boxes, while
eliminating those with limited upside potential. Through the process of building, populating, and
monitoring properly, the goal of better performance, lower risk, and easier management can
theoretically be achieved.
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The Strategic Investment Process

What is Fortress Wealth Group’s Current 
Global Macro-economic Outlook?

As of December 2022, Fortress Wealth Group's macro-economic outlook is that with rising interest 
rates, persistent inflation and continued political turmoil, value-based companies will outperform 
that of growth-based companies. In addition, bonds are now presenting an interesting opportunity. 
Given the rise in yields, this could pull additional assets out of the growth equity space into the more 
conservative asset class. 



• During our allocation review at the start of Q3 2022, the 10 year treasury rates were at 2.77%,
when reviewing again in Q4 of 2022, the 10 year treasury rates moved up to 3.809%. The
direction of rates are rising (from the mid 3's to the mid 4's).

• With rates being elevated and rising, this presents a challenging (negative) environment for
both growth stocks and long duration bonds.

Interest Rates: Current Levels and Direction
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• Based on historical PE averages (the P/E or price-to-earnings ratio), stocks are trading slightly
above the historical "fair value" (currently 17.3X versus average of 16.48X). The bond market
sees Fed funds peaking at 5% to 5.25%, slightly higher than prior to early December’s Fed
meeting.

• Currently, only two sectors are considered "undervalued" based on their forward-looking
PE’s—energy and communication services.

• In addition, the growth sector remains overvalued (approximately 22%). Mid and small value
sectors have moved closer to "fair value," currently trading at a 4% discount versus a 10-15%
discount in July 2022.

How are stocks currently valued?
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• With the U.S. dollar "peaking" on September 27, 2022, international stocks have
outperformed domestic stocks (12.5%+ versus 8.5%+).

• Even with this, we will maintain an overweight to U.S. based stocks, given the amount of
geopolitical risk outside of the U.S. With that being said, we will start to add back in some
international exposure across our risk adjusted models given the chance that the dollar could
continue to weaken, which creates opportunity for international companies.

• An additional feather in international's "cap" is that virtually every market outside of the
United States is currently trading at a discount (see Global Valuations chart below). In the
event some of the geopolitical issues subside, this could present a catalyst for earnings growth
in the international space.

Global Growth Outlook and Portfolio Allocation
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• Municipal bond yields are the highest they have been in nearly 15 years. Taxable equivalent yields
are north of 6% on intermediate-term portfolios—approaching equity type returns.

• Energy has had a stellar year, up 68% as of mid to late November 2022. With geopolitical/economic
issues abundant, it still warrants a place in our models.

• Healthcare has been a positive light in the market recently. With the likelihood of a recession in 2023,
it is an area we think there could be value for investors.

Are there areas that are turning around? Topping out?
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Our Positioning at Fortress Wealth Group

OVERALL POSITIONS

CURRENT BREAKDOWN



WE ARE:

o Adding back to the international space, 2.5% on the conservative end all the way up to 15% on the
aggressive end. Still underweight relative to the benchmark, just no longer "non-existent" in some
models. We believe demand for the U.S. dollar will subside, presenting tailwinds for growth in the
international market.

o Removing a direct commodities investment (via FTGC) in favor of a 50% split between DBMF (managed
futures) and JEPI (JP Morgan Equity Premium Income). We feel both positions will add value during a
sideways/down market, with JEPI presenting substantial yield, less downside participation and the
ability to participate to the upside in the event of a market rally. We will monitor DBMF in the event
there is a substantial market rally. We will receive energy exposure via COWZ.

o Adding an additional 5% to the fixed income space. As yields rise/stabilize, this presents a lower
risk option to provide solid returns for our investors. We've "funded" this sleeve by reducing
exposure to the domestic equity side by approximately 7% (2% went towards our alternatives
sleeve, 5% went towards fixed income). In addition, we’re taking advantage of increasing yields
by allocating a portion of our fixed income holdings to areas such as high yield and floating rate
bonds.

o Added in a new name to our portfolios in the domestic equity sleeve, COWZ. This is an ETF that
focuses on companies with strong balance sheets and substantial free cash flow that are trading at a
discount. It can change as frequently as every quarter and is a purely rules-based strategy. We believe
it will provide an area where we could potentially see meaningful outperformance.

It was difficult to reposition portfolios over the past few years due to realizing gains. Now the opposite is true. We
have used this opportunity to get taxable portfolios repositioned to be more in line with our investment process.
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How Our Positioning Impacts Your Account(s)
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Investment Advisory and Related Services provided by FWG Holdings, LLC

FWG Holdings, LLC d/b/a Fortress Wealth Group is a registered investment advisor. Information in this message is for the intended recipient[s] only. Fortress Wealth Group often 

communicates with its clients and prospective clients through email and other electronic means. Your privacy and security are very important to us. Fortress Wealth Group makes every effort 

to ensure that email communications do not contain sensitive information. If you are not the intended recipient of this communication, please delete and destroy all copies in your possession, 

notify the sender that you have received this communication in error, and note that any review or dissemination of, or the taking of any action in reliance on, this communication is expressly 

prohibited. We remind our clients and others not to send Fortress Wealth Group private information over email. If you have sensitive data to deliver, we can provide secure means for such 

delivery. Please note Fortress Wealth Group does not accept trading or money movement instructions via email. Please visit our website www.fortresswealthgroup.com for important 

disclosures

http://www.fortresswealthgroup.com/
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